This research surveys relationship between exports and economic growth in the industrial sector in Iran. 2010 based on the availability of data and statistical information to be discussed. Analyze the impact on the growth of industrial exports in terms of value added of industry research panel models with fixed and random effects estimates are women. Based on the research results, the hypothesis of a positive impact of increased exports on the growth of the industrial sector in Iran is to be accepted. It is suggested that in order to increase the value added of the industry as the most important part of the economy, the development of this sector should be considered.
Introduction
Achieve the high economic growth is the major concerns among economists and politicians indifferent countries where several factors affect economic growth. Industry is one of the important and fundamental sectors of economy as well as the major infrastructure for economic growth and development so that achieve the development in industry sector is one of the ultimate objectives since the early civil plans in Iran begun. Hence, duringdifferent periods of economic planning at the macro level, the industrial sector has always received special attention.Gates of each country's economy opens its arms to sustainable economy and development when the appropriate industrial infrastructure and investments considerably start conducting, because industrial development and growth provide the infrastructure and possibility of development and growth in other economic sectors. Many economists have introduced business as growth and economic development engines. Hence, business aims to define access to economic development clearly regarding the requirements available at any state, getting assistance from prudent policies and identifying sources of the developmental production and export (Rypas and Krystvplas, 2005) . Foreign trade and its relationship with economic growth is one of the most controversial issues particularly in selecting development strategies in developing countries. In general, a two-way causality, Lack of relationship, the causal relationship between export growth to GDP growth and vice versa is all the outcomes obtained from the studies conducted across the world. Given the importance of industry sector at country's economy with respect to foreign export as the main driving for growth and evolution of industry, this paper aims to study and analyze the impact of industrial export on growth of value addedindifferent industries across Iran.
Problem statement
How to proliferate the economic growth is the leading economic issue across the world particularly at developing countries. In recent two decades, substantial changes have been occurred in economic policiesandglobal trade. Hence, the most substantial change was universaldesiretomarket economyandeconomic liberalization. One of thepatternsof economic growth is the economic growth through theexpansion ofexports. This pattern was proposed in the early 1960s, transformed to the most important pattern of development in the 1970s and the most ideal pattern for most of developing countries whereby it is hoped being able to cope with poverty and lack of development in this way. High volume accounted for trade in industrial markets in the global economic and the value is high in a manner that 77% of the total export value associated to industrial products during 2000-2009. Industry in technical innovations and research and development to achieve economic development of every country has a special role. For instance, over 50% of financial resources within member state of the European Union are spent for research and development activities provided by industry sector. In Iran, problems caused by the monoculture economies and over-reliance on oil revenues, the economy was heavily influenced by external factors such as fluctuations in world oil prices.Diversity of Exportstructure and harmonious development of the country's export structure with the capacity to export products could become a viable alternative to oil exports. Industrialpolicies not only arethe mainincentivesfor open economyand competitivenessthroughappropriate industrial and commercial policies, but also are effective in Long-termjob creationas well asthe protection ofnatural resources through effective use of reproducible and irreproducible resources. In general, industry sector has to receive attention as the most proper infrastructure to increase Non-oil exports because Presence inworld markets is Significant andjustifiable more with Export ofindustrial goods rather than Export ofrawmaterials. Now given that Iran faced with the biggest change, i.e.moving towards thepathof development, it has to go through studying how the role and impact of industrial export is at this point.
Research importance
WTO has led the industry sector in different countries throughout the worldplaces in international competitive environment, where foreign tradeas anengine of economic growth, has become the international economy and the national economy. This has been called upon as a process increasingly led to the presence and competitionin various trade capacities. The global economy has found a new form compared to twodecades ago. Investmentand trade inthe international arenatied and togetherdevelopeda frameworkto theexport developmentstrategy. Today, there exist some countries all around the world which can contribute to global markets only with an outward-oriented strategy. A survey on thenewly industrialized countries' experience makes the importance of export as well as its role in prolife rating the economic growth across these countries crystal clear. Export developmentcan lead tothe strengthening offoreign exchangeandincreasingtheproduction. On the other hand, Export growthmay cause proficiency in the export productionandexportgrowth andincreased productionofgoods appear wherebylevels ofproductivity increase andreallocationof resources fromtheinefficientnoncommercialsectorcomes to realize withhigher productivity. Hence, changes in productivity lead to a big increase in production. Further, export provides foreign exchange for the country so that the conditions can be facilitated to import capital goods; consequently a big development and growth might occur in production.Export causes markets with the efficient size appear where on a substantial increase in the size and scale of economy as well as rate ofcapital formationandtechnologicalchangeemerges. Given the impact of export on economic growth, analysis of impact of export development in industry sector on value added is required to recognize the potential capacities so as to reach economic growth over measure, mentioned as the Objectivesproposed for visions oftwenty years.
Research objectives
This paper aims to analyze and investigate the impact of industrial export on growth of value addedindifferent industries across Iran during 2002-2010, regarding the accessibility of data in form of econometric models and theories for economic growth. Besides the major aim of this study, this paper seeks to find out which of industrial sub-sectors influenced the most the value added in industry sector. On the other hand, recognize the type of relationship between export development and growth and capital formation as well as investment as the engine of industry, production and occupation reported as the secondary objectives.
Research hypothesis
Given the research question, the hypothesis considered in this study includes increasing industrial export affects growth of industry sector in Iran.
Research Background
Chun-Ping Chang, Aziz N. Berdiev, Chien-Chiang Lee (2013) in a study addressed investigating impact of exports of energy and globalization on economic growth in the five areas of the South Caucasus (Azerbaijan, Armenia, Georgia, Russia andTurkey). They studied impact of export on economic growth using a Panel data model during 1990-2009. The results from this study show that increasingenergy exports leadsto increasingeconomic growth in the studied countries. On the other hand, increasing energy export besides globalization leads to increasing the economic growth. Gonzalo Hernandez Jimenezy, Arslan Razmiz( 2013) in a study addressed examining the relationship between export, industrial export and economic growth in Asian countries. They addressed investigating different types of export on economic growth in Asian countries in form of one of the data panel pattern. The results from this study showed that among different types of export, the industrial export affects economic growth in Asian countries the most. Barbara Pistoresi, Alberto Rinaldi(2012) in a study entitled "export, import and development", addressed investigating the relationship between export, import and economic growth across Italy.They investigated the relationship between industrial export and economic growth in Italy using Co integration analysis and causality testing in 1863-2004. The results from this study showed that the long-term causality between industrial export and economic growth exists, but, causality changes over the years. Zang and Baimbridge (2011) investigated the relationship between export, import and economic growth in southern Korea and Japan countries using Vector Autoregressive Models.
The results of this study indicate that there exists a long-term relationship between variables studied in a long-term in both states, where further there exist evidences from the two-way causality between import and economic development. Furthermore, it seems that Japan has experienced Export-led growth hypothesis, while South Korea's GDP growth has a negative effect on the growth of exports. Omisakin (2009) has studied Export-led growth hypothesis in Nigeria. In this study, the relationship between economic growth and export in 1970-2006 using Annual data is examined. The results from Toda-Yamamoto non-causality test indicated that there exists a two-way causality between production and export. Furthermore, the results from Auto regressive distributed lag bounds testing indicated that there exists a long-term relationship between variables exactly while the variables vector normalize in terms of variable of production. Ullah and et all. (2009) have studied Export-led growth hypothesis using Methods for time series in Pakistan during 1970-2008. The results from this study indicate that export development leads to economic growth. They further examined the causality between economic growth, exports, imports, gross domestic capital formation and per capita income. Granger causality test indicated that one-way causality exists between economic growth, exports, and imports. Love and Chandra (2005) has studied Export-led growth hypothesis in the form of a Vector Autoregressive Model in Bangladesh. The results from this study indicated that the causality in short-term and long-term drives from earningsto export. Nebulaand T. (2003) in a study examined the role offoreign trade andhuman capitalon economic growth in 93 developed and developing countries in 1970-2000. The results from findings show that the increase inexportshas createda significantpositive effecton economic growthwhereby expansion of foreign trade increases productivity and economic growth across the countries. Miller and Upadhyay (2002) studied effects of economic openness, trade policy and human capital on total-factor productivity (TFP) using apanel data for a series of developed and developing countries. The results from findings show that economicopenness has a positive significant correlation with total-factor productivity (TFP). Impact of human capital on productivity in low-income countries depends on the degree of openness of the economy, in a manner that this effect is negative for Poor countries with a low degree of openness of the economy and positive for Poor countries with a high degree of openness of the economy. 
Research methodology
Descriptive-analytic method has been used in this study. First, theoretical and issues and empirical studies were gathered using library method and then a proper analytic pattern and model regarding the considerations and requirements existing in sub-sectors of country's industry was chosen. At the next stage, the data collection was used and the simulation and estimation of patterns using the proper econometric methods were addressed, and finally an investigation into the research hypotheses using the statistical inferences prepared. Eventually, a variety of suggestions are proposed using the obtained results. Given different studies in the context of economic growth, a proposed pattern based on the Cobb-Douglas production function found as the best function in terms of its consistency with the economic conditions, and due to the appropriate form of this function, and accuracy of the internal relationships existing in variables. In other words, this function, due tothe homogeneity using Euler's theorem to distribute production among production factors can be used. Further, the factor "labor" can be categorized in two groups, specialized and non-specialized labor, by means of the generalized form of this function. Cobb-Douglas production functionhas been used inmanyexperimentalstudiesof growth indeveloping countries.To analyze model, firstly it is necessary to collect essential data and information. To collect essential data on the theoretical issues and empirical studies, the library methods and internet have been used. Most essential data has been gathered through datasources from centerfor Statistics andthe central bank ofIran. In this study, after data collection and information on export and value addedas well as other necessary data provided, the relationship existing between such data is defined in clear. Thereafter, an investigation into the impact of industrial export on Value Added using econometric software and models is prepared. To model the factors influencing economic growth in sub-sectors of country, combinedcross-sectional andtime-seriesdata or the very Panel Data is used. 
Statistical population

Data collection method
To collect essential data on the theoretical issues and empirical studies, the library methods and internet have been used, where statistical resources used include statisticalyearbook ofstatistical center of Iran and central bank ofthe Islamic Republicof Iranand statisticalyearbook ofIrancustoms administration.
Data analysis method
Before the research equations estimated, firstly correlation matrixbetween thevariables inthe model to get assured of lack oflinearitybetween variables andstability test so as to investigate the Stagnation of variables would be conducted. Thereafter, the research equations can be estimated and analyzed using proper estimators. Static Panel Data Models andestimators with fixed and random effects would be used in order to investigate the impact of export on economic growth. Excel and Eviews 7 software would be used to analyze data. Further, Excel software is used to categorize and calculate descriptive statistics, and Eviews 7 software is used for econometric analyses and hypotheses testing.
Presentation of theResearch Model
The pattern used to define the relationship between industrial export and economic growth in industry sector has been originated from economic growth models as well as a model by Feather (1982) which was proposed to investigate the impact of export on economic growth in two different countries which used this pattern. This pattern starts from a production function by which total product level associates to production factors.
Where y, k, L, Z, and A measures, respectively, level oftotal product (potential product), physicalcapital stock, labor, vector of factors affecting growth, productivity factor. The total differential of expression 1 is defined and the expressions are arranged in terms of Production elasticity with respect to factors of production, then we have:
for an empirical measure can be written as follows:
Where coefficients of the equation shown above are defined as follows:
and ∝ indicates technology growth, Marginal product of capital (MPC), marginal productivityoflabor, product tension than other factors affecting growth. It should be noted that entering different variables to the variable shown above would not bring about any change in the main nature of pattern. In this study, to investigate the impact of industrial export on economic growth in industry sector in Iran, industrial export value has been used as the factor affecting growth. Hence, equation 3 is considered as follows: 
Explicit research modeling
In this part, given the theoretical foundation and previous studies, the model shown below is proposed to investigate the effects of industrial export on value added in industrial sector:
Where is i th value added at t time interval in terms of billion Rials, mentioned as the dependant variable of model indicating the economic growth. Remained variables are the very explanatory variables of model.
Panel-data unit-root test for stagnation of variables
To get assured of the stability of data used in research after the research models estimated, Engle & Granger co-integration test has to be performed. Indeed, Engle & Granger cointegration test was conducted after the model estimated. 
Model estimation
F-statistic is used to determine whether origin of width exists or not for each of the industries. Zero hypotheses indicate that is fixed for all entities and OLS method can be used:
... :
Given the expression shown above, UR defines the indefinite model and sign of R indicates indefinite model with a fixed expression for the entire groups. K is the number of explanatory variables considered in model, n is the number of industries and N=nt is the entire number of observations. If f calculated be greater than the f shown in table given the freedom degree (n-1) and (nt-nk), then zero hypotheses is rejected and the Constrained regression would not be found with validity so that the width of origin has to be taken into consideration. F-statistic for the economic growth model for Constrained and in-Constrained regression using Eviews 6 Trial Version-software has been shown as below. Since f-statistic with freedom degrees 8 and 69 at higher than 99% confidence level is statistically significant, H 0 is rejected and group effects have been accepted so that different width of origins has to be taken into consideration.
The final model and interpretation of coefficients
The final model estimated in 9 groups of industries is as follows: As observed above, coefficients of Variables labor, capital inventory and industrial exports are the same in all industries, but, the width of origin is different in each equation. Coefficient obtained for the variable industrial exports equals 0.34, mentioned at very high level statistically. This coefficient indicates that Increase inindustrial exports lead to increasingeconomic growth in different industriesduringthe periodexamined.Industrialexport growthin several ways can increase the valueadded oftheindustry. For instance, Increase inindustrial exportsmay causean increase in proficiency at manufacturing ofexport products, and then cause growth and development in production of these products seen-consequently productivity levels would increase and reallocation ofresources would be conducted from inefficient Non-commercialsector to a sector with higher productivity. Hence, changes in productivity lead to expansion of production. On the other hand, industrial exports provide foreign exchangefor the countrywhere on conditions are facilitatedfor importofcapital goods, contributingtogrowth. It can say that increase in Industrialexports, results inefficientmarketsandleads toeconomically effective costs and speeding up the rate ofcapital formation and Technical changes. In general, give the obtained results, it can say that exports-economic growthHypothesisinvarious industrial sectorsduring theperiod under studyis confirmed. To justify this result, it can deduce that exportsincreaseproductionand thus increaseeconomic growthin the industrial sector, and this is in situation that expansion of production might increase export level. In other words, a two-way causality between export and economic growth might exist. Indeed, exportswilllead tomore revenuewhichwillultimately leadto increased productionandexportswilleventuallyincrease. Furthermore, specialization of production and economiesofscalewilllead tolower costs and increasing export. On the other hand, exports, increaseresourceproductivityandthusincreasethe level ofexportsin thenext period. The varied coefficient for the number of labor equals 0.11, mentioned statistically significant at 95% confidence level. Coefficient of variable "investment" has been considered as a substitute forcapital inventory in the model has been considered, which equals 0.09 and statistically categorized at a high level, indicating that increasing trend of investment in different industrial sub-sectors can increase value added in these industries. Increased investment indifferent industrialsub-sectorsduring theperiod underreviewhasincreasedthe value-added existing in these industries. Total results on estimation indicate that about 0.98% of dependent variable is defined through independent variables. According to f-statistics (324.309) for the model, the variables measured in this model statistically are at a very high level.
Conclusion
Given the results from this study, the impact of industrial export on value-added growth of Nine Sigma industry during the period of study was positive and significant. This result is totally in consistent with the results from the other studies.
In general, given all the theories and studies existing inside and out of the country, the role of exports development in increasing GDP and prosperity of states is clear for everyone, particularly given that globalization andthe tremendousdevelopmentsin ecommerceandinformation and communicationtechnologieshave occurred. In today's world, a country can be placed on the world stage, while contributing toglobal markets with anoutward-oriented strategy.Experience ofnewly industrialized countries makes the importanceof exportsand its roleinacceleratingeconomic growthclear, in a manner that experience ofnewly industrialized countriescan be called upon as a miracle in the economic literature. Development of export was proposed during thecountry's second export developmentprogram, but theemphasisand attentionwasfurtherstrengthenedinthe third programand thisleads tomore successfulperformanceof thecountry'sforeign trade regarding the objectives of program.However, exporting Culturesomewhat has been shaped, needing to formation of more foundations and institutions to bring about changes in export and transferring traditional export to high technology-based export relevant with modern technologies is necessary. This has to receive attention in next development programs.
Suggestions
According to the results from the findings, there exists a positive significant relationship between export and economic growth, and the export-led growth has been confirmed so that it is suggested that export development receive a particular attention in order to increase valueadded in industrial sector as the most important sector in economy of country. Exportled development leads to strengthening foreign exchange and an increase in production. In other words, export development might cause proficiency forms in Export production, and an increase occurs in production whereby the levels ofproductivity increase andreallocationof resources fromtheinefficientnon-commercialsectorcomes to realize withhigher productivity. Hence, Changes in productivity will lead to increased production. Further, export providesforeign exchangefor the countryso that the conditions can be facilitated to import capital goods, consequently a big development and growth might occur in production.Export causes markets with the efficient size appear where on a substantial increase in the size and scale of economy as well as rate ofcapital formationandtechnologicalchangeemerges. Hence, it is suggested to provide necessary incentives to produce export products as well as policies such as the policy to encourage export to support the manufacturers, so as to increase export in country followed by increase of economy in industry sector and eventually economic growth and development.
